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ABSTRACT
With life style shifting during the pandemic, online health com-
munities start to attract more users (including healthcare workers
and patients) to discuss health-related questions. While such online
platforms provide convenience to users, with health-related infor-
mation shared broadly over text and images (e.g., X-Ray scans, pho-
tocopies of documents), they also raise questions regarding privacy.
In this paper, we propose SenRev to systematicallymeasure the leak-
ages of sensitive information in those publicly available discussions.
We use SenRev to analyze 1,894,900 multi-modal and multi-lingual
data elements from four different online health communities. We
find that sensitive data leakages are common; overall 1,324,064
(69.88%) pieces of evidence of data leakages are detected, with
23,587 (1.78%) of them involving identifiers and 1,300,477 (98.22%)
involving quasi-identifiers. Surprisingly, leakages through medical
images occur more frequently in the community of healthcare pro-
fessionals compared with other communities. Finally, based on our
results, we discuss the potential directions for countermeasures.

KEYWORDS
Privacy, Personal Information Leakages, Online Health Communi-
ties

1 INTRODUCTION
During the recent pandemic, online health communities (OHC)
have become increasingly popular amongst patients and healthcare
professionals [8, 10, 77, 96], as people tend to avoid going outside,
including– visiting healthcare facilities [51, 67]. OHC such as Sermo,
Doximity, DailyRounds, and PatientInfo are attracting users from
all over the world [17, 88]. These sites connect patients with care-
givers, physicians, clinicians, nurses, and even other individuals
(non-healthcare-workers) to share their medical problems and seek
experts’ suggestions [41]. To describe their symptoms, people often
share information about their family history, medical history, and
images of relevant testing results on these websites [47].
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The benefits of OHC are not only limited to patients—healthcare
professionals also use OHC to get suggestions from other experts
regarding their patients’ cases [36, 92]. Despite the benefits, such
discussions can also increase the risks of leaking patient infor-
mation. When sharing a patient’s case, healthcare professionals
usually include available medical images and detailed information
about the patient [31, 85]. While such contextual information is
helpful to explain the patient’s conditions [72], oversharing can
also lead to real-world consequences. For example, using pub-
licly shared information, adversaries may be able to link a medical
condition (e.g., cancer) to the patient’s real-world identity. Such
re-identification [33, 36, 42, 95] can further lead to personal attacks
such as blackmail, discrimination, harassment, or bullying [5, 84].

To prevent sensitive information leakages, most OHC websites
only warn the users not to reveal sensitive personal information in
the terms and conditions during the registration time. More active
protection mechanisms are currently missing. Prior works have in-
vestigated information sharing behaviors in online social networks
[44, 64, 65, 70, 82] and visual lifelogging [54, 69]. However, there
is a lack of systematic understanding of the data leakages in OHC.
Our Goal. In this paper, our goal is to empirically measure the
prevalence and patterns of sensitive data leakages in OHC (both
from mobile and web platforms). We consider the threat model of a
re-identification attack where adversaries use OHC data to link a
medical condition/disease to a user’s real-world identity. We focus
on analyzing leakages of two types of information: (1) identifiers
(name, email, phone number, face, national ID number) that can be
used to re-identify people, and (2) quasi-identifiers (date of birth,
age, sex, location, medical history) which may not directly reveal
identity but can be used to link the user records across (external)
datasets [36, 42].
Challenges. There are several key challenges for analyzing sensi-
tive information in OHC. First, the heterogeneity of health-related
data makes it difficult to accurately identify different sensitive in-
formation fields. Information extraction technique in text differs
from that of images. Moreover, there are a variety of images shared
on OHC, such as photocopies of medical documents, X-Ray, and
even images of faces. These images are of different sizes and reso-
lutions. Finally, the communication languages vary across different
platforms. As a result, we need to analyze multi-language text (both
structured and unstructured) from those medical images and text.
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Our Approaches. We develop a system called SenRev to analyze
the data shared on public OHC sites. Considering the potential
privacy implications of such data analysis, we focus on publicly
available data and have obtained approvals from our local IRB-
Institutional Review Board (see the detailed ethics discussion in
Section 7). Our dataset contains two types of data: (a) text descrip-
tions and (b) medical images. People describe in detail their medical
questions through text descriptions. Whereas, to provide a clear
view of their current medical state, they attach the medical images
with the post. We found three types of medical images: (1) images
of medical documents, (2) X-Ray images, and (3) face images. We
propose a novel design, SenRev to analyze this multi-modality of
data to identify sensitive data leakages. We first design classifiers
to detect images of medical documents, X-Ray images, and face
images as these images might include sensitive data leakage. Then
for images of medical documents, and X-Ray images that might
contain textual information, we use OCR (Optical Character Recog-
nition) to extract the text. Text descriptions in the posts and X-Ray
images contain unstructured textual information, while images of
medical documents contain structured textual information. As a
result, we develop tools to extract sensitive data fields that support
both structured and unstructured textual data (Section 4). As for
face images, we detect if the face is obfuscated or not. SenRev in-
corporates multi-languages to extract sensitive information from
the multi-modality of OHC data.

Evaluation results show that SenRev can identify and extract
multi-languages with an F1-Score of 99% (Section 5). Overall, the
ground-truth evaluation shows that SenRev achieves 93.72% true
positive with a low false negative (2.55%) in terms of detecting
sensitive information with a negligible computation overhead (Ap-
pendix A.6).

We investigate 11 OHC sites and find that five of them restrict
their data access to verified healthcare professionals. We manually
inspect the rest and locate four OHCs with some signs of infor-
mation leakages. We then apply SenRev to analyze sensitive data
leakages on these four OHCs. We investigate a total of 200,683 posts
and 1,694,217 comments (1,894,900 data samples in total). Using
SenRev, we observe 1,324,064 (69.88%) sensitive data leakages in
those four websites. We find that these leakages happen not only
in posts but also in comments (on an average of 34.82% across four
websites). Out of the 1,324,064 leakages of sensitive information,
23,587 (1.78%) involve identifiers and 1,300,477 (98.22%) involve
quasi-identifiers. While identifier leakage has a lower percentage,
the absolute number of leakages is non-trivial (23K). Compared
to posts made by regular users, we find that posts from health-
care professionals contain more sensitive information. While we
occasionally observe some efforts to redact and obfuscate sensitive
information fields, such efforts are ad-hoc and insufficient. We find
that people put less or no effort into obfuscating face images (iden-
tifier). They tend to obfuscate names, UIDs, phone numbers, and
DOB more often compared to other sensitive information. Finally,
based on our results, we provide several suggested countermeasures
to prevent sensitive data leakages in OHC.
Contributions. We have the following contributions.

• New Tool. Our tool systematically identifies sensitive data
leakage in online health communities both in image and text.

We open-source our tool at https://github.com/faysalhossain2007/
SenRev for facilitating future research.

• New Measurement Results. We apply our tool to analyze
four online health communities to explore the sensitive data
flow pattern and the leakage caused by different interactions.
Our findings are alarming.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 discuss
how people use OHC, share their information, and compare the
works related to ours, Section 3 demonstrates the detailed process
of the threat model and our data collection, Section 4 discuss design
architecture and the implementation details of SenRev, Section 5
evaluates our tool’s performance including measurement analysis
and case study, we propose our countermeasure in Section 6, we
include our ethical discussion in Section 7, we illustrate some of
the key insights based on our analysis and limitations in Section 8,
lastly, we conclude our paper in Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We first introduce how user shares their information in OHC. Then,
we discuss works related to ours.

2.1 How Does OHCWork?
In OHC, users post questions seeking suggestions about medical
diagnoses and treatments, which often requires sharing medical
information. The discussions contain two types of data: text descrip-
tions, and images. We further divide images into three categories:
(1) images of the medical documents, (2) X-Ray images, and (3) face
images. These three categories of images are widely used to facili-
tate OHC discussions and might leak sensitive information. First,
the image of a medical document often contains sensitive informa-
tion about a patient’s identification number, medical history, and
family history. They may also contain patients’ progress notes, pre-
scriptions, operative notes, physician certification, physician orders,
therapy notes, and emergency room records. Second, X-Rays im-
ages are often shared in OHC. These images not only show tissues
and structures inside the human body, but also contain the patient’s
sensitive information such as name, age, and sex [47, 85]. Third,
users may attach an image of the body part (e.g., faces, hands) with
the post to show the current condition of infections or diseases.

2.2 Type of OHC Users
There are two types of users in the current OHC. We call them
“healthcare professionals” and “anyone”. Note that OHCs often
require verifying the background of healthcare professionals1. The
healthcare professionals broadly include medical student, medical
doctor, psychiatrist, psychotherapist, pharmacist, medical assistant,
nurse assistant, physician assistant, nurse, optometrist, paramedic,
and podiatrist. The rest of the users are considered as “anyone”. In
the rest of the paper, we refer to “Healthcare Professional” as “H”,
and “Anyone” as “A”.

1To get certified as a healthcare professional in OHC, one needs to submit proof
documents that contain national provider identifier number, medical education number,
medical regulatory authority, and/or medical license number. Moderators will manually
verify the submitted documents before certifying the user’s identity and granting the
corresponding privilege.
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We find three main types of OHCs based on the interaction of
healthcare professionals (H) and anyone (A) else: (1) A-H (where
anyone can seek help and verified healthcare professional can re-
spond), (2) H-H (only verified healthcare professional can post and
respond), and (3) A-A (anyone can post or comment). In this work,
we select popular OHCs that represent different OHC types for our
analysis. More specifically, we focus on DailyRounds (H-H), IIYI
(A-H), DoctorsLounge (A-H), and PatientInfo (A-A). Note that Pati-
entInfo does not have any verification system to certify healthcare
professionals, and thus we consider all the users as “anyone”.

2.3 Information Leakage through OSN
Prior works have characterized various privacy problems in on-
line social networks (OSNs) [30, 56, 58, 64] and explored solu-
tions to resolve these problems [29, 46, 48, 82, 87]. For example,
researchers find that people are unaware of the data that they
are sharing [25, 49]; users may compromise the privacy of others
through annotations [60], leak their location information through
shared images [26], leak sensitive attributes via their social con-
nections. A number of studies are focused on re-identification
attacks by establishing links between popular social networks [42],
or local graph structures [57, 59, 91], or via matching with public
datasets [33, 55, 95] to re-identify people from data. Related to on-
line communities, researchers have studied lifeloggers’ groups and
their privacy issues during image sharing [69]. Compared to these
works, we investigate the multi-modality of medical data and seek
to identify privacy violations in OHC.

2.4 Medical Image and Text Analysis
Researchers have performed analysis on clinical data for various
applications such as characterizing the importance of contextual
medical information [72], predicting diseases [66], and summariz-
ing patient’s health issues [40]. First, prior works have developed
diagnosis models based on medical images. Examples include mod-
els to detect lymph nodes [75] and pancreas segmentation [74]
in CT (Computed Tomography) images, neuronal membrane seg-
mentation in electron microscopy images [35], and knee cartilage
segmentation in MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) scans [68]. Sec-
ond, prior works have performed text analysis to support medical
applications. For example, Zhang et al. have implemented a tool to
respond to clinical questions [94]. Several works have investigated
the benefits of contextual information in clinical domains [61, 80].
Alsentzer et al. propose clinical BERT embedding to further im-
prove the performance of DNN models for analyzing the medical
text data [27]. Finally, researchers also use the online social network
to predict different diseases [79]. Unlike those works, we focus on
the text and image data shared in OHC to detect privacy leakages.

3 THREAT MODEL & DATA COLLECTION
Threat Model. In this paper, we seek to empirically measure the
prevalence and patterns of sensitive data leakages in OHC.

We define the following information as “sensitive” which needs
to be protected from unauthorized parties [37, 50]. They are– name,
email, DOB, age, phone number, sex, patient’s face image, UID,
location (geographic subdivisions smaller than a state), medical
history (chronic diseases which affect an individual for extended

periods). All this information is identified as protected health infor-
mation by HIPAA [1], DISHA [21], PIPL [18]. We categorize social
security number (SSN) [15], citizen ID (SSN-equivalent for Chinese
websites), and aadhaar number (Indian national ID) as UID.

The threat model is primarily focused on re-identification risks of
linking a user’s medical condition to their real-world identity using
OHC data [33, 36, 42, 95]. Such re-identification may further lead
to personal attacks such as blackmail, discrimination (e.g., during
job search or dating), harassment, or bullying [5, 84]. Under this
threat model, we focus on two types of leakages:

• Identifier: Information such as name, email, phone number,
face, and UID can be used to directly re-identify people.

• Quasi-identifier: Information such as DOB, age, sex, loca-
tion, and medical history may not directly reveal identity
but can be used to link user records across (external) datasets
to re-identify users [36, 42].

In this paper, we focus on the behavior of information leakage rather
than the intention of leakage since it is difficult to judge whether
the information is leaked intentionally or due to oversight.
Datasets. To answer our research questions, we constructed a
dataset by collecting publicly available posts and comments from
OHCs. First, we make an initial list of 11 different OHCs based
on their popularity according to Alexa ranking (Alexa ranking is
primarily based on traffic volume) [13]. Alexa determines website
popularity by estimating the number of daily unique visitors and
pageviews in the preceding three months [20]. The idea is to focus
on OHCs that are used/visited by more people. Then, we follow
two criteria to filter out 8 websites: (1) publicly accessible: we
only consider OHCs where the data is publicly available. Following
this criterion, we remove 5 websites that require verification of
medical background before users can access the website data. (2)
sign of leakages: we then perform an in-depth analysis on the 7
remaining websites by visiting those sites and manually analyzing
300 posts from each site. We find that two websites (e.g., “iCliniq”,
“Figure1”) do not show any evidence of sensitive data leakages.
This is likely due to the active presence of moderators who would
manually remove any sensitive information they observe. Note that
the sizes of these websites are fairly small (e.g., each site has only
400 posts on average)—which may have made it possible for manual
reviews by moderators. After filtering out these websites, we have
4 popular OHCs (DailyRounds, IIYI, DoctorsLounge, PatientInfo)
for our study.

We capture all the user-to-user interactions by visiting the “Fo-
rum” pages of those websites. From that page, we collect the list
of categories and sub-categories. Then, we visit each of the cat-
egories and all the listed sub-categories to extract post content.
From each post, we fetch text descriptions and times of the posts,
comment(s), author information, category of the post, and attached
medical images. For collecting data from these websites, we build
a selenium-based python crawler. For the mobile-based platform
(i.e., DailyRounds), we collect the API endpoints of the posts using
proxy [2]. Then, from those endpoints, we ran our crawler to collect
all the post-related information as described above. In this way, we
create our full dataset (Table 1).

As shown in Table 1, the four sites are “DailyRounds” (popular
in India, with 28,710 posts/comments), “IIYI” (popular in China,
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Platform Acro. Type #Post #Cmnt. #Total

DailyRounds DR H-H 5,005 23,705 28,710
IIYI IIYI A-H 45,173 246,711 291,884
DoctorsLounge DL A-H 26,464 47,188 73,652
PatientInfo PI A-A 124,041 1,376,613 1,500,654

Table 1: Summary of Our Datasets.

Sensitive Information Detector

Dataset 1b

2a

3
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Document
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Figure 1: System architecture of SenRev.

with 291,884 posts/comments), “DoctorsLounge” (popular in the
USA, with 73,652 posts/comments), and “PatientInfo” (popular in
the USA, with 1,500,654 posts/comments). Only DailyRounds is
a mobile application, and the others are web-based platforms. As
shown in Table 1, the dataset contains a total of 1,894,900 posts
and comments. The ethical justifications for data collection are
discussed in Section 7.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
We face three major challenges while building SenRev. First, we
have a multi-modality of data containing medical images and text
descriptions. Second, there are different types of medical images,
where the information extraction and processing techniques are
different. Third, we have to analyze multi-lingual data. As is shown
in Figure 1, we aim to detect privacy leakage in both images and
text. For text, we build a sensitive text detector (C5) to identify
sensitive medical information. For the image data, we observe that
the privacy leakage is different based on the types of images. As a
result, we design C1, C2, and C3 to detect the three types of medical
images, and then extract the text from the medical images using
C4. Finally, we integrate privacy leakage detection from both text
and image to report the overall data leakage. In the following, we
explain the design of each component.
C1. Medical document detector. In the medical document, we
can find the type of information by searching the representative
form field. That’s why we want to separate images of medical doc-
uments from the other two types of medical images using C1 ( 1a
in Figure 1). Motivated by the performance of existing works on
image analysis, we start building this component by selecting four
different DNN models (Xception [34], VGG [81], Inception [83],
Resnet [52]) and calculating the performance of each of those mod-
els on our data. However, we have limited annotated data to train
a DNN model. Labeling a large amount of data is very expensive.
So, we start with initializing the weight vector of the models with

“ImageNet” [38]. We fine-tune this pre-trained model using our
limited labeled data (93 images of the medical document and 541
images of the non-medical document). Three computer science
students label those data and resolve the confusion by taking the
majority vote. Using transfer learning, we overcome the cost of
labeling large amounts of data. We use the grid search approach
to select the proper combination of hyperparameters (Appendix
A.1). We set the hyperparameters (learning rate = 0.001, epoch =
40, batch size = 32, dropout = 0.2, optimizer = adam, activation =
softmax, loss = categorical_crossentropy) based on the performance
of the 159 validation data (28 images of medical document and 131
images of non-medical document). Finally, to find the best model,
we compared the performance of each of those models with the
same set of test data.
C2. X-Ray detector. Unlike medical document images, X-Ray
images contain sensitive information without any representative
form field (i.e. unstructured). To identify the X-Ray images 1b
in Figure 1, we calculate the histogram of RGB values of images.
However, this process (HRGB) results in a high misprediction rate
due to the variation of contrast values in X-Ray images. Fasci-
nated by the performance of different DNN models (Xception [34],
VGG [81], Inception [83], Resnet [52]) on the existing work and
also on detecting the images of the medical document, we evaluate
their performance on detecting X-Ray images as well. Similar to the
previous approach, we solve the problem of limited labeled data by
initializing the weight vector of the models with “ImageNet” [38].
We used 634 labeled images (272 X-Ray images and 362 non-X-Ray
images) to fine-tune the model. Similar to C1, we use grid search
to identify the proper set of hyperparameters (Appendix A.1. We
configure the best combination of hyperparameters (learning rate =
0.001, epoch = 50, batch size = 32, dropout = 0.2, optimizer = adam,
activation = softmax, loss = categorical_crossentropy) by checking
the performance on 159 validation data (65 X-Ray images and 94
non-X-Ray images).
C3. Face detector. Apart from medical documents and X-Rays,
there is another type of medical image that can leak sensitive in-
formation, i.e., face images. According to our threat model, we
mark the human face as an identifier. We develop our face detector
component ( 1c in Figure 1) to detect human faces in images. First,
we build our baseline using haar cascades [86]. But the performance
of this model is poor due to a high false-positive rate. Then, we use
dual shot face detector [39, 62] to identify the human faces. That
model also performs worse as it identifies images without revealing
any identifiable information (e.g., images with only a partial face or
blur-out faces) as leakage. We experience the same problem with
existing facial recognition datasets as they also contain partial face
images and blur images. Models trained on these datasets will treat
partial or blur-out faces as leakage. Similar to the other two com-
ponents (Medical document and X-Ray detector), we leverage the
notion of transfer learning [53, 71, 76, 78, 93] to detect face images.
But this time, we are not able to achieve a good performance due
to a very small amount of face data in our dataset (22 in total). We
experience this imbalanced data issue due to the nature of those
websites. To this end, we perform data augmentation by randomly
rotating each of the face images, and then use active learning to
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train the model with augmented data. We have discussed the de-
tailed process in Appendix A.2. After this process, we have 2,504
labeled images (1,630 faces and 604 non-face). Again, we follow a
grid search (illustrated in Appendix A.1) to select the hyperparam-
eters. We find the best combination of hyperparameters (learning
rate = 0.001, epoch = 40, batch size = 32, dropout = 0.1, optimizer
= adam, activation = softmax, loss = categorical_crossentropy) by
validating the performance on 232 validation data (30 face and 202
non-face images).
C4. OCR. We extract the embedded text in medical images us-
ing our OCR component ( 2a and 2b in Figure 1). First, we use
Google’s OCR tool, ‘Tesseract’ [16] to pull out the text from the
medical images. We find that this tool worked well on the images
of the medical document with 97% F1-Score, but fail to accurately
extract text from X-Ray images (68% F1-Score). Then, we investi-
gate the performance of Amazon’s “Rekognition” tool[14]. This tool
performs well for both types of medical images. However, some of
our data (medical images from the IIYI website) contains Chinese
text that the Amazon Rekognition tool fails to extract2. To solve
multiple language problems, we use the OCR tool developed by
Baidu [7]. It can identify both English and Chinese text at any place
in an image. To keep the false-negative rate low, we construct our
OCR component by taking the combined output from these two
OCR tools.
C5. Sensitive text detector. We observe the patterns of sensitive
text embedded inside the data which we can capture using a rule-
based approach. We incorporate those rules into our sensitive text
detector component ( 1d and 3 in Figure 1) to detect sensitive
text (both from text descriptions and images of medical documents
and X-Ray). We build two rule-based approaches.

First, it is relatively easier to detect sensitive information from
screenshots of medical documents. Unlike X-Ray images, medical
records/documents are highly structured (confirmed with manual
examination). As such, we can directly search for the desired data
fields and map out their values. More specifically, once we locate
the desired data field, we consider the next extracted text as the
corresponding value of that field. For example, to identify name
information, we first look for the “name” field in the extracted text,
then mark the next extracted text as the value of the “name”.

Second, X-Ray images usually contain unstructured data fields.
To extract the needed information, we build rules using the method
described in Table 2. To handle different languages, we have sep-
arated the rules for Chinese websites presented in Appendix A.3.
Some of the data fields (e.g., name) listed in Sec 3 are not trivial to
detect in our dataset. We need to incorporate that knowledge to
detect sensitive text in our data. In the following, we describe the
working procedure of the sensitive text detector component.
C5.1. Identifier. We next explain how we analyze unstructured
text (descriptive text and extracted text from X-Ray images) and
structured text (extracted text from medical document images) to
detect identifiers including name, email, phone number, and UID.

2We also try to crop out the image containing the embedded text. But that doesn’t
help to improve the performance of the OCR.

Type Rules

Name 1,000,000 US names [45]
⋃

1,000,000 Indian names [45]
Email [a-zA-Z0-9_.+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9-]+[̇a-zA-Z0-9-.]+
Phn /\(([0-9]3)?|[0-9]3-)[0-9]3-[0-9]4;
No. /\(?:(?:+|0{0,2})91(\s*[-]\s*)?|[0]?)?[789]\d{9}
UID [2-9]1[0-9]3\s*[0-9]4\s*[0-9]4,

XXX-XX-XXXX, XXXXXXXXX, XXX XX XXXX; X=[0-9]
DOB (?:(?<!:)(?<!:\d)[0-3]?\d(?:st |nd |rd |th)?

\s+(?:of\s+)?(month)\s+(?<!:)(?<!:\d)[0-
3]?\d(?:st |nd |rd |th)?)(?:,)?\s*(?:\d{4})? |[0-3]?\d[-./][0-
3]?\d[-./]\d{2,4}

Age \d\syears, \d\syrs, \d\syr, \d\sy/o, \d\sy, \d\sm, \d\sf
Sex male, female, \d\sm, \d\sf
LOC 10,000 US cities [32]

⋃
2,000 Indian cities [90]

MH 67 chronic conditions [89] in English

Table 2: Rule-based approach to detect sensitive information
in non-structured data in English websites. Here, MH =Med-
ical History.

C5.1.1. Name. We start with extracting names from unstructured
text. In natural language processing (NLP), recognizing name en-
tities using NER tagger has been extensively studied [43, 73]. As
such, we start by using a NER tagger for this task. To evaluate the
performance, we randomly sample 50 names predicted by this tool.
Among them, we find nine false positives (FP). NER tagger does
not perform well in our case because — (1) people don’t maintain
proper grammar while writing a post, and (2) it detects the name
of the hospital as a person’s name. For these reasons, we instead
take the approach of matching the exact names in the text.

For our English websites, we build two name datasets (US and
Indian names), by collecting 1,000 most popular first names and
1,000 most popular last names (for both US and India) [45]. Fur-
thermore, based on the manual investigation, we find that if we
only focus on first name or last name, it will result in false positives
(e.g., Apple, Auburn as a first name, whereas Brown, Green as a
last name). To address this problem, we exhaustively create each
combination of full names so that every single first name is paired
with every single last name to create a full name (i.e. 1,000,000 full
names). We search each name within all of the posts and comments
of Doctors Lounge, Patient Info, and Daily Rounds.

To extract Chinese names, we face extraction challenges due to
the overlapped words commonly used for Chinese surnames and
Chinese traditional medicine names. More specifically, we start with
using a popular Chinese word segmentation tool [9] for Chinese
name recognition. Because we need to perform word segmenta-
tion for Chinese words (which is not the case for English words)
before applying NER tagger [63]. After testing it on 100 samples, it
produces 30 false positives. Some of the false positives are invalid
surnames. To eliminate invalid surnames, we filter the result with
a list of 1000 Chinese family names [6]. This improves the perfor-
mance to 80% precision and 88% F1-Score. As mentioned above,
some Chinese traditional medicine names (or medical jargon) in the
Chinese OHC posts are incorrectly flagged as surnames. To addres‘s
this problem, we extract all the unique names (5,098) and rank their
frequency of appearance in the posts. We find that most of the
Chinese names only appeared once in all the posts, while some
common medicine jargon (e.g.,黄染 (translation-‘stained yellow’),
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皮疹 (translation-‘rash’)) appear frequently. We manually compile
a jargon list based on the high-frequency names. Then we use this
jargon list to filter our results by removing non-personal names.
Note that we do not have such jargon problems on English websites.

After handling unstructured text, next we describe how SenRev
extracts names from structured text. In English websites, while ana-
lyzing the structured text, we match the extracted text with the field
name. But for the Chinese website, it is not that straightforward. For
‘name’ in Chinese character form, we first use rules to extract all
Chinese characters from images. In X-Ray images, simply filtering
the results with a list of Chinese family names [6] give us 100%
accuracy. Things are trickier when it comes to names in Pinyin [23]
form. We manually translate (using Google Translator) the list of
Chinese family names into Pinyin form and filter the OCR results.
After manually checking 8,114 data, we find 3,869 FP which oc-
curred due to the conflict of hospital names with person names. To
avoid FP, we remove the entries with the keyword ‘hosp’ from this
detected name set. For example, ‘Nan’ is a valid Chinese surname,
but it is also the first character of ‘Nan Ning No.1 Hospital’.
C5.1.2. Email. Email leakages represent a great risk to an individ-
ual, making them susceptible to phishing and malware attacks in
particular– with each of those carrying the possibility of inflicting
severe financial harm. Sometimes, email addresses also leak users’
first name and last name. We capture email address leakages in
unstructured data by checking the rule listed in Table 2. However,
to identify email information in the structured data, we need to
check the representative field in the text (for Chinese see Appendix
A.3).
C5.1.3. Phone Number. Similar to an email address, a phone
number is also considered an identifier of a user. All the phone
numbers in the US, China, and India are either 10 or 11-digit. As
such, we seek to extract 10 and 11-digit phone numbers from the
unstructured text on English and Chinese websites respectively.
We have illustrated the rules in Table 2 to detect phone numbers
from unstructured text. For structured text, we search the field
with keywords ‘电话’ (translation-‘phone’) and ‘phone’. Note that,
we use ‘phone’ as the keyword because it also detects keywords
such as ‘telephone’, and ‘phone number’ from the structured text.
C5.1.4 UID. We consider SSN (USA), Aadhar number (Indian na-
tional ID), and Chinese citizen ID as UID-type information. SSN
contains a 9-digit number, Aadhar number contains 12 digit number
with or without blank space in a group of 4, and Chinese citizen
ID contains an 18-digit number (where the sequence of numbers
represents a 6-digit area code, an 8-digit date of birth, 3-digit se-
rial numbers, and a 1-digit verification code). We identify UID by
matching the following rules – “XXX-XX-XXXX, XXXXXXXXX,
XXX XX XXXX”, where X = [0-9] (for SSN), [2-9]1[0-9]3\s*[0-9]4
(for Indian national ID) and “[1-9]\d{5}(18|19|20)\d{2}(0[1-9]|1[0-
2])([0-2][1-9]|[12]0|3[01])\d{3}(\d|X)”, where X represents alphabet
(for Chinese website). The last digit of a UID can be either a digit
(i.e. 0-9) or an alphabet. For structured text, we find the UID in the
medical document by searching the following field name– ‘ssn’,
‘social security’, ‘ss#’, ‘ss #’, and ‘身份证(translation-‘citizen ID’)’.
C5.2. Quasi-identifier. We consider a range of quasi-identifiers
including DOB, age, sex, location, and medical history. While quasi-
identifiers may not directly re-identify people, they can be used to

link the user records with other datasets where identifiable infor-
mation is present (e.g., voting records) for re-identification [36, 42].
Also, the risk of re-identification becomes higher if multiple quasi-
identifiers are leaked in the same post (compared to only leaking
one data field). In the following, we explain how we extract quasi-
identifiers from unstructured text (descriptive text, and extracted
text from X-Ray images) and structured text (extracted text from
medical document images).
C5.2.1. DOB. An attacker can use the date of birth information to
launch a re-identification attack. We devise a rule set to detect the
DOB from the unstructured data as stated in Table 2. For example,
‘My birthdate is on 4th January, 2000’, where we use our rule set to
detect the date of birth. For the text extracted from the images of
the medical document, we searched for the representative name.
C5.2.2. Age. We identify age in unstructured text by using the
following rules: “\d\syears, \d\syrs, \d\syr, \d\sy/o, \d\sy, \d\sm, \d\sf,
\d\s岁(translation-‘years old’)”. We develop this rule set (Table 2)
after investigating our data. For medical documents, we check
whether the representative field contains any of the following:
‘年龄’ (translation-‘age’) or ‘age’ to detect the entry of age.
C5.2.3. Sex. For unstructured text, leakage of sex is detected
by searching for ‘男’(translation-‘male’), ‘女’(translation-‘female’),
‘male’ and ‘female’. For Pinyin and English forms, we find that
sometimes they include the patient’s age and sex together in the
X-Ray. For example, ‘19F’ means the patient is a 19-year-old female.
That’s why we also analyze a digit followed by the character ‘m’
or ‘f’ to identify sex. For medical documents, we search fields sex
with ‘性别’ (translation-‘sex’), ‘sex’, and ‘gender’.
C5.2.4. Location. To detect location information, we first try to
use location tagger [9], since it is widely used in NLP. However,
in our case, this approach has not worked well due to excessive
false positives (36% FP by manually verifying 200 random samples).
Instead, we take the approach of searching for an exact match with
a location dataset from the text. We build our location dataset by
collecting three large city name datasets (two for English and one for
Chinese), containing names of 10,000 largest US cities [32], 2,000
Indian cities [90], and 3,272 Chinese cities [4]. We search those
city names in all the unstructured text. For extracting location
information from structured text, we search the following field
names: ‘住址’(translation-‘address’), ‘医院’(translation-‘hospital’),
‘address’, or ‘hospital’.
C5.2.5. Medical history. We consider the detection of chronic
diseases as medical history leakages because short-term diseases
are temporary– that is, they do not last long. Hence, they are far
less likely to be able to identify a specific individual. By contrast,
a chronic disease persists and is likely to affect the individual for
extended periods. From our manual investigation, we find that
medical documents are structured and well-formatted. So, we can
simply identify sensitive information leakage by searching the
corresponding fields in the record form. The only exception is to
identify if there is a chronic disease mentioned in the form. For both
structured and unstructured data, we search the OCR result with a
data set of 67 common chronic conditions [89]. The list of 67 chronic
conditions represents the most common diseases. We create the
Chinese version of this data set with the help of Google Translator
to detect medical history leakages. We manually investigate the
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Model C1 C2 C3
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

Resnet 78% 62% 57% 36% 86% 54%
Inception 90% 83% 95% 95% 86% 54%
VGG 95% 92% 93% 93% 96% 90%
Xception 97% 94% 93% 93% 85% 53%
HRGB - - 76% 75% - -
DSFD [39, 62] - - - - 92% 76%
Cascade [86] - - - - 84% 53%

Table 3: Performance evaluation of C1, C2, and C3.

translation results of these 67 listed chronic diseases (by a native
Chinese speaker). The accuracy is 100%.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we run a series of experiments to evaluate each of
the components of SenRev to detect sensitive information. Then
we evaluate the end-to-end performance of SenRev (Section 5.2).
We run the experiments on a Desktop PC with 32 GB of RAM, 8
GB of graphics card (NVidia GTX-1070), and 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5
processor, running Ubuntu 18.04.

5.1 Evaluation of SenRev’s Components
E1. Medical document detector (C1). To calculate the perfor-
mance of the medical document detector, we randomly sample 250
images (80 medical documents and 170 non-medical documents) as
test images. We have included the detailed performance of those
four models in Table 3. We can observe that the Xception model
performs best compared to the other models, with 94% F1-Score.
We use this model to detect medical documents.
E2. X-Ray detector (C2). To evaluate the performance of the
X-Ray detector, we randomly select 200 images (85 X-Ray and 115
non-X-Ray). We compare the performance of four different DNN
models and HRGB (Section 4) on this test data. Here, the Inception
model outperforms the others, with a 95% F1-Score (95% Accuracy,
96% Precision, and 94% Recall). So, we use the Inception model to
build our C2 component.
E3. Face detector (C3). To select the best model for face detection,
we sample 810 images (150 face images and 660 no face images) for
evaluation. Our baseline approach [86] achieve 53% F1-Score (84%
Accuracy). From Table 3, we can observe that Inception, Xception,
and Resnet models perform almost similar to the baseline. However,
both DSFD (76% F1-Score) and VGG (90% F1-Score) achieve better
performance than the baseline. As the VGG model outperforms
other models, we select this for detecting face images.
E4. OCR (C4). To evaluate the performance of the OCR tool, we
randomly select 30 medical images which contain 2,920 English
and 1,232 Chinese characters. We achieve a 26% F1-Score and can
extract 620 characters (out of 2,920) successfully using the Tesseract
(baseline) [16]. Using Rekognition tool [14], we extract 2,600 char-
acters out of 2,920 English characters successfully but fail to extract
any Chinese characters (0 out of 1,232). We use Baidu’s OCR tool [7]
to extract Chinese characters, and it extracts 3,748 characters (out
of 4,152) successfully with an F1-Score of 94% (Accuracy 95%, Pre-
cision 96%, Recall 93%). We find that several English characters for

Tool Acc Prec Rec F1

Tesseract (baseline) [16] 57% 21% 34% 26%
Rekognition [14] 81% 64% 96% 77%
Baidu’s OCR [7] 95% 96% 93% 94%
Rekognition+Baidu’s OCR 97% 96% 97% 97%

Table 4: Performance evaluation of C4.

Type English Website Chinese Website
Acc F1 Acc F1

I

Name 98% 97% 99% 99%
Email 100% 100% 100% 100%
Phone Number 98% 98% 100% 100%
UID 100% N/A 96% 91%

Q

DOB 93% 94% 98% 98%
Age 93% 94% 98% 98%
Sex 100% 100% 100% 100%
LOC 93% 93% 99% 99%
Medical History 92% 92% 100% 100%

Table 5: Performance evaluation of C5. Note that, we don’t
find any UID leakages in English websites using SenRev
which is consistent with ourmanual analysis. “I” represents
Identifier, and “Q” represents Quasi-identifier.

which Baidu’s OCR fails to detect, the Rekognition tool can detect.
Therefore, we merge Rekognition and Baidu’s OCR tool which help
us to extract 3,808 characters (out of 4,125) successfully with an
F1-Score of 97% (97% Accuracy, 96% Precision, 97% Recall). This
combined approach outperforms all others listed in Table 4.
E5. Sensitive text detector (C5). Next, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of our sensitive text detector component. We randomly
sample 200 data (100 from English and 100 from Chinese) each time
for evaluating the performance of SenRev.
E5.1. Identifier. In the following, we evaluate SenRev in terms of
detecting all the identifiers (except face) in descriptive text.
E5.1.1. Name. From Table 5, we can observe that SenRev achieve
97% F1-Score (98% Accuracy, 94% Precision, 100% Recall) for Eng-
lish OHC. Similarly, it performs well on Chinese OHC with a
performance of 99% F1-Score (99% Accuracy, 99% Precision, and
99% Recall). Later, we investigate failed cases of our detector. We
summarize two main reasons for that– (1) lack of coverage: one
main drawback of the rule-based approach is the lack of cover-
age of rules. From our initial investigation, we find several com-
mon typical suffix, including– “<surname>xx”, “<surname>*” and
“<surname>某(translation-‘someone’)”. But we miss a few untyp-
ical suffixes like– ‘<surname>...’ (e.g., “<surname>... 18 years old,
female.”), for ethical reasons we remove the actual data. (2) conflict:
infrequently used words or even made-up words often match with a
valid surname (especially, a Chinese surname) as the first character.
E5.1.2. Email. Next, we evaluate our sensitive text detector com-
ponent for correctly identifying email information. In this case, our
tool achieves good performance with 100% F1-Score (100% Accu-
racy, 100% Precision, and 100% Recall) in both English and Chinese
websites. One such email leakage example is: “Please send responses
to <user email address>”. As this public information contains an
email address, this is marked as sensitive information leakage.
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E5.1.3. Phone Numbers. The ground-truth evaluation shows 10
cases of phone number leakages (9 in Chinese and 1 in English)
out of 200 posts. SenRev achieves 98% F1-Score (98% Accuracy, 96%
Precision, 100% Recall) in English website and 100% F1-Score (100%
Accuracy, 100% Precision, 100% Recall) on Chinese website. SenRev
detects phone number leakages in the following text– “contact
further on <phone number>”.
E5.1.4. UID. Our tool is not able to find any UID on English
websites. We verify it manually. Indeed, it is consistent with our
tool. However, we find 20 UIDs on the Chinese website. These are
of the same types, as our tool detects ‘身份证’ (translation-‘citizen
id’) field in medical document images. Our evaluation shows that
SenRev achieves 91% F1-Score (96% Accuracy, 83% Precision, 100%
Recall) on Chinese website (Table 5).
E5.2. Quasi-identifier. Next, we evaluate SenRev in detecting all
the five quasi-identifiers.
E5.2.1. DOB. We find that SenRev achieve 94% F1-Score (Accu-
racy 93%, Precision 96%, Recall 92%) in detecting DOB in English
websites (Table 5). The performance of SenRev in Chinese websites
is also consistent with that of English websites. The ground-truth
evaluation shows that SenRev achieves 98% F1-Score (Accuracy
98%, Precision 100%, Recall 96%) in detecting DOB in Chinese web-
sites. An example of DOB leakage is– “the last two borns were twins
born on <month date year>.”. This post is marked as leakage given
a date of birth is listed.
E5.2.2. Age. We investigate the performance of SenRev in detect-
ing age information. We find 83 cases of age leakages (49 in Chinese
and 34 in English) out of 200 posts. In summary, SenRev achieve
94% F1-Score (Accuracy 93%, Precision 96%, Recall 92%) and 98%
F1-Score (Accuracy 98%, Precision 100%, Recall 96%) in English
and Chinese websites, respectively (Table 5). Examples of manually
verified age leaks includes– “<age> elderly <sex> came in...”. We
find that our tool fails to detect where people mention the age by
providing contextual information along with the month name ( e.g.,
“5月(translation-‘5 months’)” ). This is the only exception where
people don’t use phrases like “years old”.
E5.2.3. Sex. Our tool achieves 100% F1-Score (100% Accuracy,
100% Precision, and 100% Recall) on detecting sex information in
both English and Chinese websites (Table 5). One such example
is– “<age> <sex> complaining of <rest of the text>”. Evident by
the example, it is common to detect more than simply sex being
leaked in this type of post, which is marked as leakage given the
presence of sex.
E5.2.4. Location. We find 78 location leakages (78 in Chinese
and 0 in English) out of 200 posts. Overall, SenRev achieves 93%
F1-Score (Accuracy 93%, Precision 91%, and Recall 95%) in English
websites (Table 5). It performs slightly better on Chinese website
(Table 5) with an F1-Score of 99% (Accuracy 99%, Precision 100%,
and Recall 98%). We examine that our tool misses those cases which
don’t have any explicit city name. For example, “The Third Xiangya
Hospital of Central South University” actually reveals a city-level
location, as there is only one Central South University in China,
which is located in Changsha. Although we search the text with all
the areas in China, we will likely ignore cases that do not directly
contain a location name but can be inferred from the context.

Type FP Analysis FN Analysis
TP FP TN FN

I

Name 88 12 197 3
Email 95 5 200 0
Phone Number 93 7 200 0
UID 20 4 200 0
Face 93 7 191 9

Q

DOB 89 11 199 1
Age 99 1 195 5
Sex 100 0 194 6
LOC 93 7 199 1
Medical History 96 4 198 2

Total 866 58 1,973 27
(93.72%) (6.28%) (98.65%) (2.55%)

Table 6: End-to-end evaluation of SenRev. “I” represents Iden-
tifier, and “Q” represents Quasi-identifier.

E5.2.5. Medical History. We find 29 cases of medical history
leakages (2 in English and 27 in Chinese) out of 200 posts. SenRev
achieves 92% F1-Score (92% Accuracy, 88% Precision, and 96% Re-
call) in English website (Table 5). However, we get even better
performance on the Chinese website, with 100% F1-Score (100%
Accuracy, 100% Precision, and 100% Recall). One such leakage ex-
ample is: “<age> <sex> with history of <condition>”. This post is
marked as leakages given the presence of chronic illnesses used to
characterize the patient.

5.2 End-to-End Validation of SenRev
Next, we investigate the end-to-end performance of SenRev. We
perform two separate experiments – FP (False Positive) analysis
and FN (False Negative) analysis.
FP Analysis. We randomly select 100 leakages (50 text descrip-
tions and 50 medical images) from each category detected by our
tool (except for the UID, as we only have 24 total UID leakages
from medical images). In Table 6, we show the performance of
SenRev. SenRev achieves 100% TP (True Positive) for sex, and the
lowest performance is in detecting UID (with 83.33% TP). SenRev
achieves 16.67% FP in detecting the UID. One failure case which
our tool mark as leakage in the medical document is: “the patient
need to bring a copy of her citizen id to retrieve this diagnose report
and lab results.”. Here, the healthcare professional took note where
she recommend bringing citizen id, not the actual value of citizen
ID. On average, SenRev achieves 93.72% TP, combining all the ten
different types of sensitive data leakages.
FN Analysis. We may miss some rules which limit our tool’s
ability in finding rare leakages. To evaluate SenRev in failing to
identify that information, we randomly select 50 posts from each of
the websites which don’t contain any sensitive information (accord-
ing to our tool). In total, we examine 2,000 posts (Table 6), 200 for
each type of sensitive information. Then, we measure the FN and
TN. In our context, it is very important not to miss any leakages.
That’s why in this analysis, we consider 1,000 more posts for FP
analysis. For name, we investigate 200 posts and find 197 posts not
containing any name information. Our tool fails to detect 3 (out of
200) names. One such failure case is: “I went with Dr <name> at
<LOC>.”. Here, we have an FN where SenRev detects the name of
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the healthcare professional as name leakage. Overall, we find that
SenRev have a very low FN (around 2.55%).

5.3 Measurement Results
We use SenRev to run an analysis on our full dataset. In total, we
identify a total of 1,324,064 (69.88%) pieces of leaked sensitive in-
formation. From Table 7 and Table 8, we can observe that 98.78%
(1,307,917 out of 1,324,064) leakages happened through text descrip-
tions. The rest of the 16,147 leakages (1.2%) happen through the
attached medical images (i.e. medical document, X-Ray, and faces).

Comparing different OHC sites, data leakages through medical
images are higher in IIYI than others (79.66%, 12,863 leakages). 4,566
name (35.5%) information gets frequently leaked in medical images,
whereas the less leaked information is a UID (24 out of 12,863
total leakages). In DailyRounds, 319 (out of 1,352) name leakages
happen through medical images. For example, the highest number
of face images (25.25%, 50 out of 198 face image leaks) gets leaked
in the “Pediatric Rounds” category of DailyRounds. Medical image
leakages in DoctorsLounge and DailyRounds are low compared
to PatientInfo. However, compared with PatientInfo, we observe
higher leakages via medical images in IIYI (12,863, covering 79.68%
of the total leakages via medical images). We consider PatientInfo
as baseline because of its type (A-A type websites, see Table 9).

Findings #1: In general, information leaked through descrip-
tive text is more sensitive than that of medical images.

We identify 23,587 (1.78%) identifier leakages and 1,300,477 (98.22%)
quasi-identifier leakages (1,324,064 leakages in total). Out of the
23,587 identifiers, 16,437 (69.69%) are leaked from descriptive text,
and 7,150 (30.31%) are leaked through medical images. For quasi-
identifier leakages, 1,291,480 (99.3%) happen through descriptive
text and 8,997 (0.7%) happen in medical images. For medical images,
the number of leaked identifiers and quasi-identifier is similar. For
text description, there are 78 times more quasi-identifier leakages
compared to the number of identifier leakages.

Findings #2: Information leakage through medical images
occur frequently in healthcare professionals.

In Table 8, we can observe different types of leakages through
medical images, and from Table 9, we can observe the total user
distribution in different websites. Now, we normalize the leakage by
the number of users – normalized = #image_leakage / #total_users.
As a result, the normalized ratios for healthcare professionals be-
come 1.08 (1,314/1217) and 2.59 (2,821/1,089) for DailyRounds and
IIYI, respectively. The normalized ratios for anyone become 3.45
(38/11) and 0.57 (10,042/17,468) for those two websites, respectively.
Note that, we are not considering DailyLounge (the normalized
ratio becomes 0 for both healthcare professionals and anyone) and
PatientInfo (there is no user ranking available) website for this
analysis. As there is a big gap between the number of healthcare
professionals and anyone in DailyRounds, we are only consider-
ing IIYI for observing the frequency of information leakages via
medical images from different users. And we can notice that the
normalized ratio of healthcare professionals is much higher than
that of anyone.

Findings #3:Among the identifier, people paymore attention
to obfuscating names, UID, and phone numbers, while putting
less effort into obfuscating face images. Whereas, they tend
to obfuscate DOB the most among all the quasi-identifier.

We check three types of medical images for investigating the ob-
fuscation effort done by the user manually. Given that obfuscations
are not applicable to the text of the post, We start our analysis with
structured data extracted from the images of medical documents.
We identify obfuscation information by checking the correspond-
ing form field. For example, we extract the form field “name” and
the contents followed by this. If there is no actual content that’s
recognizable after the name field, it indicates an obfuscation effort
for the name. We randomly sample 100 name leakages detected by
SenRev in structured data to check for obfuscation. Out of these
100 samples, 62 are obfuscated. Similarly, we calculate the number
of obfuscation for age, DOB, sex, phone number, LOC, and UID as
illustrated in Table 10. Interestingly, we find only one case where
people forget to remove UID before posting. In summary, people
are more likely to obfuscate their name, phone number, UID, and
DOB in medical documents.

We then analyze the obfuscation of unstructured text data in X-
Ray images. We randomly selected 100 X-Ray images from our full
dataset using SenRev to identify the obfuscation in extracted un-
structured text data. Out of these 100 samples, there are 60 reduced
images (cut or capture in a way either accidentally or intentionally
that there is no text on those images), 24 images contain at least
one type of sensitive information, and 16 images show obvious
obfuscation effort (e.g., blackout name field). We also identify the
type of sensitive information leakage among those 100 images as
illustrated in Table 11. In summary, we find evidence of obfuscating
the name, sex, age, and location in X-ray images.

We finally examine the obfuscation effort in face images. We
randomly sample 100 face images from our full dataset. We find
that people put no effort into obfuscating 79 face images. For the
other 21 images, people put a white/black bar only on the eyes of
the full face. The effort is insufficient to truly anonymize the face
image.

Findings #4:A significant portion of the information leakage
happens through comments.

In the comments, people may ask for more sensitive information.
Sensitive information that is not presented in the post may be leaked
through the comments. We have illustrated the detailed result in
Table 12. In total, 34.82% of leakages happen through the comments.

Findings #5: The leakage ratio is low in H-H website (Daily-
Rounds) and high in A-A websites (PatientInfo).

From Table 7 & Table 8, we can find that data leakage through
text description and medical images are more common in Pati-
entInfo and IIYI website, respectively. In terms of overall leakage,
the PatientInfo website has the highest number of data leakage.
The second most leakages happened in IIYI, with 82,609 leakages.
Using SenRev, we find 28,556 leakages of sensitive information in
DoctorsLounge. And DailyRounds have the lowest number of data
leakage with a total of 5,068 instances of data leakage. The total
number of data also varies from one website to another (1,500,654
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Type DR IIYI DL PI TotalH A H A H A H A

I

Name 0 0 538 2,559 1,170 103 - 9,106 13,476
Email 0 0 0 0 21 218 - 2,114 2,353
Phone 0 0 50 204 0 3 - 351 608
UID 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0

Q

DOB 12 0 6 72 8 70 - 1 169
Age 948 34 3,564 23,929 541 7,618 - 281,526 318,160
Sex 1,507 32 3,632 23,717 766 7,410 - 126,002 163,066
LOC 916 0 206 2,027 248 1,202 - 230,780 235,379
MH 256 11 1,348 7,894 4,465 4,678 - 556,054 574,706
Total 3,639 77 9,344 60,402 7,219 21,302 - 1,205,934 1,307,917

Table 7: We applied SenRev to detect sensitive information
leakages in text. MH = Medical History. “I” represents Iden-
tifier, and “Q” represents Quasi-identifier.

Type DR IIYI DL PI TotalH A H A H A H A

I

Name 312 7 1,314 2,931 0 2 - 0 4,566
Email 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
Phone 8 0 27 48 0 0 - 0 83
UID 0 0 10 14 0 0 - 0 24
Face 197 1 52 414 0 5 - 1,808 2,477

Q

DOB 19 0 12 170 0 3 - 1 205
Age 257 5 330 1,632 0 3 - 31 2,258
Sex 194 7 526 1,896 0 3 - 33 2,659
LOC 257 10 490 2,808 0 3 - 13 3,581
MH 70 8 60 129 0 16 - 11 294
Total 1,314 38 2,821 10,042 0 35 - 1,897 16,147

Table 8: Sensitive information leakage in medical images.
MH = Medical History. “I” represents Identifier, and “Q” rep-
resents Quasi-identifier.

Plat. H A Total

DR 1,217 (99.10%) 11 (0.90%) 1,228
IIYI 1,089 (5.87%) 17,468 (94.13%) 18,557
DL 1,081 (4.1%) 25,066 (95.9%) 26,147
PI N/A 212,094 (100%) 212,094

Table 9: User distribution of different sites. For PatientInfo,
we referred all the user to Anyone as there was no user-
ranking.

Type #Data #Obfuscated

I
Name 100 62
Phone Number 75 63
UID 20 19

Q

DOB 76 67
Age 100 15
Sex 100 2
LOC 100 2

Table 10: Obfuscation ratio before posting medical docu-
ments online. We did not detect any email in medical docu-
ment images. Formedical history, we used a keyword search
instead of field detection—if we detect a positive case, that
means it was not obfuscated.

Name(I) Sex(Q) Age(Q) LOC(Q) DOB(Q) Total

#Contain 21 19 18 18 5 24

Table 11: Obfuscation ratio of 100 X-Ray images before post-
ing online. Note that, we don’t find any email, phone num-
ber, and UID in these images.

in PatientInfo whereas 28,710 in DailyRounds). So, we normalize
the leakage ratio by following: normalize = #leakage / #total_data *
100. The normalization ratio of DailyRounds, IIYI, DoctorsLounge,
and PatientInfo are 17.65, 28.3, 38.77, and 80.4, respectively. Even
though IIYI has more leakages than DoctorsLounge, comparing
the normalization ratio, DoctorsLounge has more leakages than
IIYI. Both of these are A-H websites. Based on the normalization
ratio, we can conclude that the leakage rate is high in A-A website,
medium in A-H websites and low in H-H website. We find the
same magnitude of quasi-identifier leakages among those websites
as well. It is worth noting that, users posting their information
is self-disclosure and they are aware of it. On the other hand, if

Post Cmnt. H A Total

D
R

Text 2,296 1,420 3,661 55 3,716(61.8%) (38.2%) (98.5%) (1.5%)

Image 376 816 1,176 16 1,192(31.5%) (68.5%) (98.6%) (1.4%)

IIY
I Text 22,169 8,342 4,037 26,474 30,511(72.7%) (27.3%) (13.2%) (86.8%)

Image 3,240 0 468 2,772 3,240(100%) (0%) (14.5%) (85.5%)
D
L

Text 17,793 9,464 316 26,941 27,257(65.3%) (34.7%) (1.2%) (98.8%)

Image 34 1 0 35 35(97.1%) (2.9%) (0%) (100%)

PI

Text 286,530 919,404 N/A 1,205,934 1,205,934(23.8%) (76.2%) (100%)

Image 1,324 573 N/A 1,897 1,897(69.8%) (30.2%) (100%)

Table 12: Different ways of sensitive information leakage
across four different websites. Note that, for PatientInfo,
there was no user-ranking system available.

healthcare professionals don’t take consent from the patient, then
they (patients) won’t be able to know about such leakages. We
analyze the data to find any evidence of healthcare professionals
taking consent from the patient before disclosing their data online.
But we don’t find any such evidence on those websites.

Findings #6: Information leaked by healthcare professionals
is more sensitive.
While comparing the leakages from a healthcare professional and

anyone, we cannot consider PatientInfo and DailyRounds because–
(1) PatientInfo has no user-ranking system, and (2) the number of
anyone users (in DailyRounds) is very small compared to healthcare
professionals (99% users are healthcare professional). We illustrate
the total user-distribution in Table 9. For the other two websites, we
compare the sensitive data leakages from healthcare professionals
and anyone. We list sensitive data leakages from healthcare pro-
fessional and anyone across different categories through text in
Table 7 and medical images in Table 8. We calculate the average
number of data leakages by healthcare professionals in the follow-
ing way: avg = #(sensitive data leakages by a healthcare professional)
/ #(total healthcare professional). In IIYI and DoctorsLounge, the top
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four most common types of sensitive data leakages are– age, sex,
location and medical history, which are very sensitive [1]. Again,
we normalize the ratio of identifier leakages among these four web-
sites. We notice that the identifier leakage rate is high on H-H
website, medium on A-H websites and low on H-H website. Based
on our observations, we summarize a few reasons why a single
healthcare professional’s post leaks a lot of sensitive information
on these websites. First, healthcare professionals have access to
the medical documents and history of patients. Usually, they share
information in detail compared to anyone. In addition, as health-
care professionals are domain experts, they tend to ask for more
medical documents to get a better sense of the patient’s medical
condition. From our analysis (Appendix A.4), we can observe that
the top active 4 (out of 5) users in both IIYI and DailyRounds (who
leak a lot of information) are health care professionals, while all
the top 5 users in DoctorsLounge are healthcare professionals. As
PatientInfo has no user-ranking all the top 5 leakages happen from
anyone. Failure to ensure the privacy of those data may bring a
threat to the patient.

Findings #7: Both healthcare professionals and other users
on the Chinese website tend to have more combined infor-
mation leakages (i.e., leaking multiple types of information
together) than English websites.

We use SenRev to search for identifier and quasi-identifier leak-
ages by healthcare professionals. In Table 13, we list the top five
most common information leakages for each site by considering
both single leakages and combined leakages. The combined leakages
refer to multiple types of information being leaked within the same
post. Note that, PatientInfo does not have healthcare professionals,
and thus it is not listed in this table. From Table 13, we observe that
the Chinese site (IIYI) has more combined leakages compared to
English sites (DoctorsLounge and DailyRounds).

Next, we perform a similar analysis for finding identifier and
quasi-identifier leakages from non-healthcare professionals (i.e., any-
one). We listed the top five combined leakages in Table 14. First,
on the Chinese website IIYI, non-healthcare professionals also have
many combined leakages just like healthcare professionals. Inter-
estingly, the type of leakages from both healthcare professionals
and non-healthcare professionals are almost similar. For exam-
ple, in IIYI, a healthcare professional asks for treatment advice for
the patient by posting “患者为<age><sex>，因<symptom>入院”
(Translation - The patient is a <age><sex>, and was hospitalized
due to <symptom>). We find same type of query from the non-
healthcare professionals in IIYI website. Second, single leakages are
more common on the three English sites. For PatientInfo, we can
observe some combined leakages (especially combined leakages
with location information).

In Appendix A.7, we have further discussed the nature of leak-
ages by only considering the combined leakages.

Findings #8: Excessive sharing of unnecessary information.

Our investigation has uncovered proof that both healthcare pro-
fessionals and non-healthcare professionals share unnecessary sen-
sitive information, resulting in a trade-off between privacy and
utility that is less than optimal. We mark name, email address,
phone number, UID, and location as unnecessary information as

DR IIYI DL

Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak
l 653 a+s 1,809 m 2,408
a 139 a+s+m 622 n 1,052
s+l 137 n+a+s 317 s 512
s 127 s 230 a 403
a+l 103 a 201 l 367

Table 13: Top five most common information leakages for
each site by considering both single leakages and combined
leakages by healthcare professionals. Here, a=Age, s=Sex,
l=Location, m=Medical History, n=Name. Note that, PI does
not have healthcare professionals.

DR IIYI DL PI

Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak
s 34 a+s 12,602 s 1,450 l 58,868
a 27 a+s+m 3,683 a 4,602 s+l 14,052
m 11 a 2,215 m 4,043 a+l 8,896
a+m 8 s 2,056 a+s 1,361 a+s+l 3,715
l 5 n+a+s 1,199 n 1,112 l+m 2,704

Table 14: Top five most common information leakages for
each site by considering both single leakages and com-
bined leakages by Anyone. Here, a=Age, s=Sex, l=Location,
m=Medical History, n=Name.

they do not contribute to the identification of the disease. Nev-
ertheless, we have observed that 19.6% (260,070 out of 1,324,064)
unnecessary leakages are widespread across all four websites.

Findings #9: The leakage rates of medical history, age, and
location are high.

From Table 7 and 8, we find that the top three types of sensitive
information leakages—medical history (575,000), age (320,418), and
location (238,960)—are all quasi-identifiers. As mentioned in the
threat model, quasi-identifiers can be used to link the patient’s
medical condition with external datasets (e.g., voter information)
to launch re-identification attacks.

5.4 Case Study
SenRev identifies 1,324,064 sensitive information leakages from
four different websites. In the following, we show a few interesting
examples of sensitive data leakages.
DoctorsLounge. One interesting case detected on DoctorsLounge
involves a patient seeking a review of his X-Ray after suffering from
broken bones. The patient uploaded the picture of his X-Ray image
(Figure 2a, we blur out the sensitive information) to the forum. This
document contains significant amounts of sensitive information
(including– name, DOB, and sex) that are completely visible.
DailyRounds. We find many posts on DailyRounds where health-
care professionals share their patient’s information along with
medical images. For example, a healthcare professional said, “inves-
tigations are below. does she require any treatment?” and attaching an
image of the patient’s laboratory results (Figure 2b). These results
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(a) X-Ray image on DoctorsLounge.
(b) Medical document image on DailyRounds. (c) Image of personal information document in

IIYI.

Figure 2: Sensitive information leakage via different medical images in English and Chinese websites. Note that, we have
obfuscated the sensitive information by adding red bar in the image before reporting in the paper.

feature the patient’s name, age, sex, findings, and location of the
laboratory.
IIYI. An interesting case detected on IIYI involves a healthcare
professional asking for treatment suggestions for a girl who is
admitted to the hospital (Figure 2c). The post reveals her name, age,
location, family medical history, symptoms, and phone number.
We have added additional case study in Appendix A.8.

6 COUNTERMEASURES
Based on our analysis, we discuss several countermeasures to re-
duce the sensitive data leakages in OHC.

First, from our measurement analysis (Findings #1, #2 and #4),
we found evidence of many leakages via medical images and text.
Therefore, OHC platforms should consider deploying automated
systems to detect sensitive information leakage in the uploaded
images and text. As shown in Appendix A.6, SenRev is highly ef-
ficient and could be deployed to perform detection in real time.
OHC platforms could use/customize SenRev to detect information
leakages and pop-up warning messages to users before they post
the image/text to the OHC. So the deployed models need to be
trained in a way that achieves a good performance in automatically
detecting that information successfully.

Second, according to Findings#3 and #8, people put more effort
into obfuscating certain sensitive information, while other informa-
tion gets exposed. To prevent those, OHC platforms may provide
built-in tools to help their users automatically redact information
in images before uploading. Such tools could be helpful to lay users
who are not able to redact images themselves.

Third, our investigation indicates that information leakages by
a healthcare professional are more sensitive (Findings #6). OHC
may consider making these attachments visible only to verified
healthcare professionals. Because only they are able to interpret
such enriched medical information. OHC should restrict displaying
those to non-healthcare professionals.

Fourth,OHCsmay learn from the successful experience of other
social media platforms (e.g., Reddit) to form a moderation team
by recruiting members from their communities. For example, a
group of active members (e.g., verified healthcare professionals)
can be recruited as moderators to confirm unnecessary information
leakages and remind the posters to redact such information. Such
a moderation team, with the help of automated detection tools,
could potentially scale well for a large OHC. In Findings #5, we can

observe that the leakage ratio is high in A-A websites. So keeping
humans in the loop will surely help in this case.

7 ETHICS
We are aware of the privacy implications of our study and have
taken active steps to ensure research ethics. First, we worked closely
with our IRB to refine the research plan and received their approval.
Second, our study involves collecting public data from online ser-
vices. In general, web scraping for (non-commercial) research pur-
poses is acceptable. This is recently backed up by court rulings
and CFAA justifications [3, 11, 12, 24]. The rationale is to allow
researchers to independently audit online services (e.g., in terms
of algorithm fairness, and data protection effectiveness). In our
study, we only collected public data to investigate the oversharing
problem in online health communities, with the goal of raising
awareness and improving the current practice. Third, given the
sensitive nature of the data, we only focus on aggregated statistics.
We do not plan to share the data with any parties. Fourth, after
the analysis, we have fully anonymized our dataset by removing all
personal data (e.g., ‘Adam Smith’ to ‘[Name]’, ‘ada@gmail.com’ to
‘[Email]’). For the images, we only store the URL of the images. In
case we need to analyze an image during the project period, we can
temporally retrieve the file via the URL, perform the analysis, and
delete the file from the local storage. After the project period, we
also plan to delete all the data from our storage. Fifth, in our study,
we have used cloud APIs for OCR analysis (e.g., Amazon), which
involves sending query data to the cloud. We want to clarify that
we have opted out of having our query data stored by the Amazon
server and requested to delete all data associated with our Amazon
account [14]. Regarding Google Tesseract, we did not use their
cloud service and only performed the analysis on our machine with
a locally compiled Tesseract [16]. Regarding Baidu, their OCR APIs
do not store any queried data [19], and thus have no risk. Finally,
we have disclosed our research, data collection, and findings to all
the websites’ operators, and offered suggestions for mitigation.

8 DISCUSSION
Next, we discuss the key implications, countermeasures on avoiding
leakages and limitations of SenRev.
Extra information leakage from metadata. Additional infor-
mation can be extracted from the metadata of images, (e.g., image
properties, thumbnail, EXIF, GPS, interoperability, and makernote).
Among these, GPS information reveals the location where the photo
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is taken. After processing all 54,677 images from IIYI using a exifread
tool [22], we found 6,561 images containing metadata, and 2,063
(3.77%) of them contained GPS information (Latitude, LatitudeRef,
Longitude, LongitudeRef, Altitude, and AltitudeRef). Such infor-
mation leakage should have been prevented. The IIYI developer
should have removed all the metadata before publishing the images
on the website. We applied the same analysis to images of the other
three websites (DailyRounds, DoctorsLounge, and PatientInfo), but
we didn’t find any such leakages.
Importance of consent. According to the health data privacy and
protection act [1, 21], healthcare professionals should get patients’
consent before sharing their data. From our analysis, we cannot
tell whether there has been a consent process between healthcare
professionals and patients behind the scenes. Such consent can be
given in various ways (e.g., verbal consent, written consent). To
look for signs of consent in the posts, we manually analyzed 200
random posts from healthcare professionals and did not find any
mention of such a consent process.
Privacy-Utility trade-off. OHC sites face the tension between
privacy and the need for information sharing to support their core
functionality which is to facilitate help/advice-seeking for patients
and healthcare professionals. However, we argue that current OHC
sites still have too much unnecessary information sharing which
leads to a sub-optimal privacy-utility trade-off. More specifically,
most of the identifiers and certain quasi-identifiers are unnecessary
for the purpose of medical diagnosis and case discussion. These
information include name, email, phone number, full face image,
UID, and location. They should be properly redacted from the de-
scriptive text or raw medical images/documents. From Table 7 and
Table 8, we can observe many unnecessary sensitive information
leakages across four websites. For example, we find evidence of
name leakages in PatientInfo (9,106), IIYI (7,342), DoctorsLounge
(1,275), and DailyRounds (319),

Certain quasi-identifiers/identifiers such as age, gender, and par-
tial face images can be useful for the case discussion. In these cases,
proper pre-processing of the information can be helpful to improve
privacy (e.g., sharing age instead of the detailed year and date of
birth, redacting parts of the face that are not related to the disease).
Potential impact of different privacy regulations. We con-
sider HIPAA [1], DISHA [21], PIPL [18] privacy regulations when
defining sensitive information (Section 3). These regulations are ef-
fective in the US (1996), India (2018), and China (2021). There might
be a correlation between the maturity of the privacy regulation
and the privacy protections of OHC sites in different countries. For
example, HIPAA [1] was established in the US in 1996, which is the
earliest among the three countries. During our initial search of OHC
sites, we observed it is primarily US-based sites that commonly had
moderators and identity verification for healthcare professionals to
ensure data privacy (e.g., Doximity, MedShr). Both India and China
are relatively new to implementing privacy regulations. Privacy
protections for OHC users are still less common in these areas.
To draw a reliable conclusion, we need to perform in-depth inter-
views or surveys with OHC developers/stakeholders to understand
their perceptions of privacy regulations and privacy-protection
mechanisms. We leave it for future work.

Identity verification of healthcare professionals. OHCs such
as iCliniq and Sermo restrict the access of certain data exclusively
to verified healthcare professionals. To verify identity, healthcare
professionals need to submit required proofs (e.g., a photocopy of
medical license), which will be reviewed by moderators. While we
did not attempt to study the robustness of the verification process,
we accidentally discovered a bug in the OHC platform A, which
would allow any users to bypass the identity verification to register
as healthcare professionals. We immediately reported this issue
to the corresponding OHC. They acknowledged our findings and
fixed the bug.
Limitations. This work has a few limitations. First, the rule-based
approach suffers from a lack of coverage. This might lead to false
negatives due to insufficient rules. However, based on our analysis,
we found that the false negative rate was very low, only 2.55%. So,
we can claim that we have a sufficient amount of rules incorporated
into our tool. Second, due to medical verification, we were not able
to investigatemanyH-Hwebsites (e.g., Sermo). However, among the
fourwebsites that we analyzed, one of themwasH-H (DailyRounds).
And it represents the scenario of data leakages in H-H community.
From our analysis, we also found a consistent result there. Third, we
divided all the leakages caused by either a healthcare professional or
anyone. From our investigation, we found that relatives sometimes
share the patient’s data. Extracting family information from the text
description is still an open research area [28]. We leave it for future
directions. Fourth, we have not tested our tools against adversarial
text input. An attacker may trick our tool by providing sensitive
information in a non-traditional way. We can ask the crowdsourcer
periodically to identify the output of the tool to mitigate this risk.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a tool SenRev (using machine learning
models and rule-based approaches), to systematically identify the
sensitive data leakages in OHC. We applied SenRev to analyze
1,894,900 total data from four different OHC. Our tool detected
69.88% of sensitive data leakages across those four websites. In
particular, our research shows there is a lack of carefulness of indi-
viduals while seeking help in those OHC. Often, they share medical
images without any obfuscation. Specially, healthcare professionals
need to be more aware of this fact, as they tend to share more
medical images (4.7%) compared to the other types of OHC.
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A APPENDIX
Now, we discuss the detailed process of our hyperparameter selec-
tion technique, data augmentation approach, sensitive data detec-
tion on the Chinese website, user activity in OHC, category-wise
leakages, the computation overhead of our tool, the combined leak-
ages, and additional case study.

A.1 Grid search for selecting hyperparameters
We perform a grid search to select the best combination of hyper-
parameters for our machine learning model. To that end, we build
the following sets of hyperparameters because these are normally
used by the machine learning community: batch size B = {8, 16, 32,
64}, dropouts D = {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, optimizers O = {adam, adamax},
learning rate 𝛼 = {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}, epoch = 50, activation
function = softmax, loss = categorical_crossentropy. In each step of
our grid search algorithm, we take a single value for setting each of
the hyperparameters listed above and compute the model’s perfor-
mance on the validation data. After training the model with all the
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combinations, we select the best model based on the performance
on the validation data.

A.2 Data augmentation for face detector
In the beginning, we had 613 trains (9 face images and 604 non-face
images), 205 validation (3 face images and 202 non-face images),
and 706 test data (6 face images and 697 non-face images) from IIYI
website.

Type Rules

Name 1,000 Chinese surnames [6]
Email [a-zA-Z0-9_.+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9-]+.[a-zA-Z0-9-.]+
DOB ‘[0-9]*[\u4e00-\u9fff]*[0-9]*[\u4e00-\u9fff]*[0-9]+[\u4e00-

\u9fff]*出 生(translation-‘was born’)’, ‘出 生 于[0-
9]*[\u4e00-\u9fff]*[0-9]*[\u4e00-\u9fff]*[0-9]+[\u4e00-
\u9fff]*(translation-‘born on’)’ (where month indicates
month name)

Age ‘\d\s岁(translation-‘years old’) ’
Phone
No

\D13[0-9]\d{8}\D |\D14[5 |7]\d{8}\D |\D15[0-9]\d{8}\D |\D18[0-
9]\d{8}\D

Sex ‘\d\sf’, ‘\d\sm’, ‘男(translation-‘male’)’, ‘女(translation-
‘female’)’

UID [1-9]\d{5}(18 |19 |20)\d{2}(0[1-9] |1[0-2])([0-2][1-
9] |[12]0 |3[01])\d{3}(\d |X), X represents alphabet

LOC 3,272 city names in China [4]
MH 67 chronic conditions [89] in English and Chinese

Table 15: Rule-based approach to detect sensitive informa-
tion in X-Ray images and text description in Chinese web-
site. We have provided the English translation of Chinese
word inside the parenthesis right next to the Chinese word.

Then, we trained four DNN models (similar to medical document
detector and X-Ray detector) with those data and evaluated the
performance of the test data. But, the best performance that we
achieved was 50% F1-Score in terms of identifying images with
faces. This happened due to the highly imbalanced dataset. So, we
augmented positive (image with faces) data by randomly rotating
the original face images. In this way, we created nine different pos-
itive images from each original positive image. After that, our train
data contained 90 (=9*9+9), validation data contained 30 (=3*9+3),
and test data contained 100 (=10*9+10) face images. In total, we
had 694 train data, 232 validation data, and 760 test data. Even
with these increased data, our best model achieved 83% F1-Score
in distinguishing face images. But we observed an improvement in
F1-Score. Labeling data is very expensive. So, we used this trained
model to collect more face images using an iterative approach com-
bined with a data augmentation technique. The key idea was to
reduce the human effort in finding the positive data from the unla-
beled dataset (containing 22,531 images). We can divide our active
learning approach into the following steps:

Step 1.We used our trained model to collect face images from
an unlabeled dataset. Step 2.We verified the predicted face images
with the help of a human annotator. Step 3. Then, we augmented
the positive data using the data augmentation approach (random
rotation). We replicated nine different positive images by randomly
rotating each positive image. Step 4.Once we had the newly labeled

Type Representative Form Field

Name ‘姓名’ (‘name’)
Email ‘邮箱’ (‘email’)
DOB ‘出生日期’ (‘birth date’)
Age ‘年龄’ (‘age’)
Phone ‘电话’ (‘telephone’)
Sex ‘性别’ (‘sex’)
UID ‘身份证’ (‘citizen ID’)
LOC ‘住址’ (address), ‘XX医院’ (‘hospital’), (where XX repre-

sent the name of the hospital)
MH 67 chronic conditions [89] in English and Chinese

Table 16: Rule-based approach to detect sensitive informa-
tion in medical document of Chinese website. Note that, we
followed the same rule-based approach for identifying Med-
ical History in both structured and unstructured text.

data, we again trained the model by adding those new data to our
train corpus. Step 5. In each round of the iterative approach, we
evaluated our model’s performance. Note that, we kept the test and
validation data the same for all the rounds. We decided to stop the
iterative approach when the model was less effective in having true
predictions. We wanted to make our face detector component be
able to identify the most number of true face images. That’s why
we selected this criterion to stop the iterative approach. In the third
round, we got 2,504 training data and our trained model achieved
90% F1-Score on the test data. This model correctly identified 86
positive images out of 196 total predicted face images. In rounds 4,5
and 6 we noticed 92%, 89%, and 89% F1-Score, respectively. And in
those rounds, the model predicted 16, 2, 0 positive images correctly
out of 90, 33, and 13 predicted images, respectively. It seemed that
in round 3 the model worked effectively in terms of identifying
positive images. From our model selection criteria, it seemed that in
round 3 the model was able to achieve a high true positive rate and
from round 4 the true prediction rate was degrading. On the other
hand, some may argue that from round 4 the number of face images
reduced in the unlabeled dataset, that’s why the model was not able
to get a good true positive rate. To validate the model’s (from the
third round) performance, we compared these models’ performance
on the DailyRounds image dataset. This website contained 7,097
images in total. So, we used these three models (round 3, round
4, and round 6) on these full unlabeled datasets. For those three
models, we got 77, 16, and 24 correctly predicted face images out
of 130, 21, and 33 face images, respectively. That’s why we decided
to use the model and labeled dataset that we found in round 3 for
building our face detector component.

A.3 Investigation on Chinese Website
We used the rules listed in Table 15 & Table 16 to identify sensitive
information leakages in structured and unstructured text found in
Chinese website.

A.4 User activity in OHC
We analyzed different user activities in OHC. We calculated the full
distribution of posted data by healthcare professional and anyone
in Table 18.
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DR IIYI DL PI

Usr#1 (88) Usr#1 (661) Usr#1 (3,841) Usr#1 (10,808)
Usr#2 (87) Usr#2 (463) Usr#2 (3,283) Usr#2 (4,345)
Usr#3 (40) Usr#3 (395) Usr#3 (2,729) Usr#3 (4,258)
Usr#4 (38) Usr#4 (348) Usr#4 (2,359) Usr#4 (4,009)
Usr#5 (29) Usr#5 (217) Usr#5 (2,063) Usr#5 (3,549)

Table 17: Top five user leaking sensitive information across
four different websites.

Later, we investigated whether certain users were more likely to
post sensitive data compared to others (i.e., theywere less concerned
about privacy issues and posted sensitive data to get an informed
answer). We listed the top five users (categorizing the leakages
using username) across four websites who leaked more sensitive
information in Table 17.

H A Total

D
R Text 27,989 (99.13%) 247 (0.87%) 28,236

Image 7,033 (99.1%) 64 (0.90%) 7,097

IIY
I Text 5,921 (13%) 39,252 (87%) 45,173

Image 11,278 (21%) 43,399 (79%) 54,677

D
L Text 30,365 (41%) 43,452 (59%) 73,650

Image 0 (0%) 48 (100%) 48

PI

Text N/A 1,500,633 1,500,633
Image N/A 95,316 95,316

Table 18: Total number of text and image data posted by
both healthcare professionals and anyone on four differ-
ent websites.

A.5 Category wise leakages
We also investigated the post categories where the most leakages
happened. In Table 20, we have reported the top five categories
based on the leakage rate from each website. Among those, ‘Cardi-
ology’ is the common one in all the websites, where 3,635 (out of
27,287) in DoctorsLounge, 4,009 (out of 97,316) in IIYI, 481 (out of
5,068) in DailyRounds, and 67,849 (out of 1,207,831) in PatientInfo.
Usually, posts from this category had lots of medical images (e.g.,
ECG, MRI, etc.) containing highly sensitive information.

A.6 Computation overhead of SenRev
We examined the computation overhead of five different compo-
nents of our tool. Particularly, we checked the feasibility of our

Component Train(s) Test(s) Total(s)

C1. Medical document detector 1,088 1.7 1,089.7
C2. X-Ray detector 1,106 1.8 1,107.8
C3. Face detector 1,783 2.3 1,785.3
C4. OCR N/A 0.9 0.9
C5. Sensitive text detector 0.376 1.1 1.48
Total 3,977.38 7.8 3,985.18

Table 19: Computation overhead of SenRev. Note that, we used
pre-trained OCR tool developed by Amazon and Baidu. That’s
why we didn’t have any training overhead for this component.

Plat Category #Leakage

DR

Anaesthesia Rounds 673 (13.28%)
Pulmonology Rounds 525 (10.36%)
DailyRounds Primary 484 (9.55%)
Cardiology Rounds 481 (9.49%)
OB & GYN Rounds 477 (9.41%)

IIYI

General Medicine 4,416 (4.54%)
Cardiology 4,009 (4.12%)
Neurology 3,156 (3.24%)
Pediatrics 2,752 (2.83%)
Skin and sexual transmission 2,043 (2.10%)

DL

Cardiology 3,635 (13.32%)
Obstetrics & Gynecology 2,783 (10.20%)
Oncology 2,533 (9.28%)
Gastroenterology 2,217 (8.12%)
Neurology 2,198 (8.06%)

PI

Gut, bowel, and stomach 234,982 (19.45%)
Mental health 175,047 (14.49%)
Contra. and sexual health 103,037 (8.53%)
Bones, joints and muscles 98,997 (8.20%)
Cardiology (Heart health) 67,849 (5.62%)

Table 20: Top five categories based on the total number of
information leakage. Total number of categories in DR, IIYI,
DL, PI are 11, 33, 22, 29, respectively.

tool in integrating with the existing OHC. We calculated the train
time as the required time to train a model (for a machine learning
model) or to pre-compute a keyword list. Note that, train time was
a one-time cost. Similarly, we marked the test time as the time
required to evaluate each data. To test on a new instance, we can
simply load the pre-trained model to perform a further evaluation
of the new data. We have reported the detailed results in Table 19.
First, we measured the overhead time of detecting images of the
medical document. We used Xception (DNN) model in building
a medical document detector. We calculated the time taken for
training this model which was 1,088s. Later, we loaded this pre-
trained model to detect medical documents from 200 randomly
sampled medical images. It took almost 338.3s (1.7s on average)
to complete the full testing. Overall, it required 1,089.7s to finish
evaluating a single image. Similarly, we followed the same approach
for measuring the total overhead of the other two components (i.e.
X-Ray detector and Face detector). The total overhead time of those
two components was 1,107.8s and 1,785.3s, respectively. However,
for OCR we had no training cost as we directly used the pre-trained
models. So, we only calculated the test time for OCR. We applied
our OCR component on 6,365 medical images. It took 2,546s for
Baidu’s OCR tool and 3,190s for the Amazon Rekognition tool to
extract all the text. On average, it took 0.9s to extract text from
one medical image using both tools. In the sensitive text detector
component, we generated a keyword list (e.g. name) to find their
matching in the text. Due to its large size, our 1,000,000-entry name
data set required the most time (0.38s) to be formed compared to
others. So, we considered this as the upper bound for calculating
the train time of the sensitive text detector component. Once the
training phase was done, we used the pre-computed list to identify
leakages in 200 data. We found that on average, it took 1.1s to
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(a) image of X-ray. (b) face image. (c) image of medical record.

Figure 3: Healthcare professional leaking patient’s sensitive information found in IIYI. We modified opacity and added boxes
to ensure the obfuscation of private information in the paper.

evaluate a single piece of data. The total computation overhead for
the sensitive text detector component was 1.48s. From Table 19, we
can conclude that our tool is feasible for large-scale analysis with a
low computation overhead (in total 3,985.2s).

A.7 Combined leakages
We use SenRev to search for identifier and quasi-identifier leakages
by healthcare professionals. In Table 21, we list the top five most
common information leakages for each site by considering combined
leakages. Sometimes, the quasi-identifier leaks by itself whereas
other times it gets leaked with other identifiers. For example, name,
age, sex, and medical history leaked together 112 times in IIYI. We
can notice that the leakages of age and sex are common among the
three websites.

DR IIYI DL

Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak
s+l 137 a+s 1,809 s+m 132
a+l 103 a+s+m 622 a+m 102
a+s 101 n+a+s 317 l+m 83
m+l 98 n+a+s+m 112 m+n 73
a+s+l 93 a+s+l 60 a+s 51

Table 21: Combination of sensitive information leakage
per post by healthcare professionals. Here, a=Age, s=Sex,
l=Location, m=Medical History, n=Name. Note that, PI does
not have healthcare professionals.

Next, in Table 22, we list the top five combined leakages by
anyone. We can observe many combined leakages for PatientInfo
and IIYI website which is different from the other two English
websites. Note that, DailyRounds doesn’t havemany leakages, that’s
why it only has three types of combined leakages.

A.8 Additional case study
Sharing patients’ information by healthcare professionals is com-
mon on IIYI. We present four more examples below.
1. X-ray. As shown in Figure 3a, a healthcare professional asks
for treatment advice by posting the patient’s X-ray image. The post
reveals the patient’s name, age, and gender. The associated post

DR IIYI DL PI

Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak Comb. #Leak
a+m 8 a+s 12,602 a+s 1,310 s+l 14,052
a+l+s 4 a+s+m 3,683 s+m 663 a+l 8,896
l+s 1 n+a+s 1,199 a+m 514 a+s+l 3,715
- - a+s+l 649 a+s+m 306 m+l 2,704
- - n+a+s+m 638 d+s 159 a+m+l 2,701

Table 22: Top five combinations of sensitive information
leakage per post by Anyone. Here, a=Age, s=Sex, l=Location,
m=Medical History, n=Name, d = Date of Birth.

also reveals a detailed medical history. For example, the first line of
the post is “<name> <gender> <age>因‘<symptoms>于<date>入
院(translation - ‘hospitalized on<date> due to<symptoms>’)”. More-
over, by reading the full paragraph, we find that it also reveals the
patient’s family medical history, the age of her parents and siblings,
and her parents’ jobs.
2. Medical records. Figure 3c shows an example where the leak-
age happens through the image of medical records. A healthcare
professional shares a patient’s medical history, physical examina-
tion, laboratory examination, and imaging examination in both
image and text form.
3. Face. Figure 3b is presented in a help-seeking post where a
healthcare professional asks for diagnosis advice by sharing the
patient’s face without any obfuscation effort (Figure 3b). The poster
also shares the patient’s gender, age, and family history of skin
disease.
4. Text. We have list an example where a healthcare professional
asking for treatment advice for his patient (child). Original post
(in Chinese) – “患儿, <gender>，<age>,缘于约<month>前无明
显诱因（<a family-related accident>）出现<symptom>. 随后
在<hospital name>, <a series of test names and results>.既往史:
<medical history>体格检查: <results of physical exams>诊断:
<four possible diagnosis>” Translated version of the post is – “The
child, <gender>, <age>, had <symptom> on <month> due to no
obvious reason (<a family-related accident>). Then conducted <a
series of test names and results> at <hospital name>. Medical
History：<medical history> Physical examination: <results of
physical exams> Diagnosis: <four possible diagnosis>”. From the
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post, we can observe that throughout this help-seeking post, the
poster reveals the patient’s age, gender, city-level information, as
well as medical history, which includes the current treatment plan
and associated symptoms.
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